Abstract
In trod uction
The CEBAF Industrial FEL Demo [ 1 J is planned as a prototype and test bed for fbture highpower, high-efficiency, industrial-use FELs. It requires tuneable beam energies up to -200 MeV, with beam powers of -1 MW and peak aments of -200A Future practical applications will require costeffectiveness and energy-efEciency7 and we incorporate into the Demo design features with these goals: multipass acceleration, which reduces the d e n t t o r structure hardware for minimal total construction costs, and energy-recovay dderation, wfich reduces the input power demands of the system. 
Particular Solutions
In this section we discuss some particular approaches and solutions to this transport problem which we have explored. In these studies the program DIMAD [3] was used for lattice specification and second-order optics, and TLIE particle tracking [4] was used to study higher-order effects.
The MIT-Bates recirculating linac [SI utilizes an arc design which meets our basic design specifications. The achromatic, isochronous transport line (see Fig. 2 
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, the FEL design effort w e have invented an extension of the Bates arc, which is designed to overcome these limitations, and which is nicknamed the ' ' V i r g i n i a Reel"(see Fig. 2 
Acornpact, ~-~~~~~~
originaIly developed by Amhy and Pdegrini. [6] This lattice consists of achromatic cells, each of which consists of a large positive bend, a set of matching quads (4 in initial designs), and a negative bend, followed by a mirror image set of matching quads and positive bend (see 
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